JST Call for Papers – Volume 2 (2017)
The Journal for Social Thought (JST) is now accepting submissions for its second volume!
The JST is a peer reviewed academic journal that is run by graduate students in the sociology department at
Western University in Canada. We are seeking submissions for our 2nd annual Call for Papers. The JST
accepts original research articles and essays—both theoretical and empirical. The theme for this volume
is Social Problems and Social Solutions and we will be accepting submissions that highlight mechanisms
of change including a broad range of sociological topics. As an interdisciplinary journal, the JST encourages
papers within the scope of sociology and related social science disciplines, including but not limited to the
following topics: classical and contemporary social theory; families; aging; work and policy; life course;
migration; criminology; health and mental health; race; class; colonialism; quantitative and qualitative
methodology; globalization; internet and technology; gender and sexuality; demography, and many other
social issues that can be examined under a sociological lens. The JST’s mission is to facilitate the exchange
of brilliant and innovative ideas in sociology and other related fields, which fall underneath the general
umbrella of social thought.
The JST encourages manuscript submissions from graduate students, academic professionals, and
independent researchers from all over the world who are writing on a variety of sociological topics. We
especially welcome submissions from graduate students at Canadian universities and submissions on social
issues that are relevant to Canada and Canadians. All articles judged suitable for consideration will be
subject to a double-blind peer review process by the JST Editorial Board and external reviewers.
Submission Guidelines:
Submissions in the JST should not exceed 10,000 words or a total of 30 pages (double-spaced).
Unfortunately, we only accept submissions written in English at this time.
Interested authors should first read the complete set of Submission Guidelines provided on the JST website.
Manuscripts should be submitted online on our website.
Full paper submissions for Volume 2 must be received by March 30th, 2017 to be considered for
publication.
Peer Reviewers:
We are also currently looking to expand our peer review network! If you are interested in becoming a
reviewer for the JST, please check out our Peer Review Information.
Contact Us:
For submission related inquiries or general inquiries about the JST, please visit our website or contact us at:
Email: jst@uwo.ca
Website: http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/jst

